phenotypes are often co-dependent on
that will ensure that the single-cell commu- Targeting Virulence: A Novel
nity continues to grow and thrive.
Approach To Controlling Bacterial other factors and/or depend on the metabolic activity of the cells. For instance,
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Molecule Reporter Strains
Antivirulence therapy, disarming One of the factors that has resulted in an inhibitors will start to show off-target effects
pathogens rather than killing them, expansion of quorum-sensing research is on such a control strain as well at elevated
is emerging as a novel strategy for the development of signal molecule concentrations (Figure 1), and a new conreporter strains, which demonstrate a cept is therefore necessary to interpret the
disease control. Reporter strains
phenotype that can easily be monitored data obtained in this type of experiment.
expressing an easily measurable
and quantiﬁed (e.g., gfp, lacZ, or luminesand quantiﬁable phenotype enable cence genes) in response to the presence Speciﬁc Quorum Sensingeasy screening of virulence inhib- of quorum-sensing signal molecules [6]. Disrupting Activity AQSI
itors. In this paper I propose a novel However, an important limitation of the We recently proposed a new parameter,
concept to exclude false positives use of such reporter strains is the fact that AQSI (speciﬁc quorum sensing-disrupting
in this type of screening.
the quorum sensing-regulated reporter activity) as an elegant way to interpret data
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the AQSI Concept. The impact of putative inhibitors on the
expression of a reporter phenotype under control of a quorum sensing-regulated promoter (PQS) is determined
(top row). Similarly, the impact on the same reporter phenotype under control of a constitutive (or inducible)
promoter (PC) is determined (middle row). For each concentration tested, AQSI is determined as the ratio
between the two (bottom row). For a true quorum-sensing inhibitor, AQSI will increase with increasing concentrations, reach a maximum, and might then decrease again because the compound might show off-target
effects at elevated concentrations. The higher the maximum AQSI value, the more speciﬁc the quorum-sensing
inhibitor will be. For a false positive, AQSI will not increase above 2 because the impact on the reporter phenotype
is entirely due to off-target effects at all concentrations. Abbreviations: AQSI, speciﬁc quorum sensing-disrupting
activity; QS, quorum sensing.

concentration (Figure 1). We considered
compounds to be quorum-sensing inhibitors if they signiﬁcantly inhibited the quorum sensing-regulated reporter phenotype
and if AQSI was higher than 2 for at least one
%InhibitionQS-regulated
of the concentrations tested [10]. ComAQSI ¼
%InhibitionQS-independent
pounds with AQSI values higher than 10
where %InhibitionQS-regulated is the percent were considered to be speciﬁc quoruminhibition of the reporter phenotype when sensing inhibitors.
controlled by quorum sensing at a given
concentration of the putative inhibitor, This concept was applied to a set of thiand %InhibitionQS-independent is the percent ophenones, structural analogs of bromiinhibition of the same phenotype in the nated furanones, the best-known
control strain at the same concentration quorum-sensing inhibitors [11]. We found
of the putative inhibitor. This ratio can be that, of the 20 compounds tested, 17
determined for different concentrations of signiﬁcantly inhibited bioluminescence
the putative inhibitor to determine the opti- controlled by quorum-sensing in the
mal active quorum-sensing inhibitory model bacterium Vibrio harveyi [10]. Five

on the impact of putative quorum-sensing
inhibitors on a quorum-sensing reporter
and corresponding control strain [10].
AQSI is deﬁned as:
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of these were considered to be false positives because AQSI was lower than 2 at all
concentrations tested. Six compounds
were found to be speciﬁc quorum-sensing
inhibitors because they showed AQSI values higher than 10. Interestingly, there
was a positive correlation between AQSI
of the thiophenones and their capability to
protect a host from infection in a gnotobiotic model system.
It should be noted that compounds could
be identiﬁed as speciﬁc inhibitors
(AQSI > 10) even if they have a relatively
weak quorum-sensing inhibitory activity,
in other words if they have a low impact
on the quorum sensing-regulated reporter
phenotype and an even lower (or no)
impact on the same phenotype in the
control strain. Hence, AQSI values need
to be interpreted alongside the actual
impact on the quorum-sensing reporter,
and the best candidates for drug development should show both high inhibition of
the quorum-sensing reporter and a high
AQSI value (implying that they are both
strong and speciﬁc inhibitors).

Speciﬁc Antivirulence activity AAV:
A Novel Concept To Identify
Virulence Inhibitors Based on
Screening Assays with Reporter
Strains
In addition to quorum sensing, several
other mechanisms are required for infection by pathogenic bacteria. These mechanisms include speciﬁc virulence factors
such as adhesion molecules and secretion systems [12], as well as other regulatory mechanisms such as the sensing of
compounds released by the host (e.g.,
catecholamines) [13]. These mechanisms
can therefore also serve as targets for the
development of novel antivirulence therapies, and some compounds able to interfere with them have been identiﬁed
[12,13]. Assays similar to those used for
the identiﬁcation of quorum-sensing inhibitors can be developed to screen for inhibitors of these other mechanisms, in other
words by constructing a reporter strain (in
which a promoter that controls the
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